“STEM Is Everywhere at the State Fair”
Take a Photograph • Write a Short Essay • Get Published!

Did you know that STEM is everywhere in our daily lives? And it’s everywhere at the State Fair too! DFSME invites students K-12 to enjoy and be involved in this STEM activity during 10 State Fair days in Harrington on July 20-29. You can even participate from home.

Write a short essay, or take a photo, or send a picture of your poster, illustration or creation, and let us know how it relates to STEM.

It can include anything related to Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math, including agriculture, oceans, robotics, computers, electronics, just about anything. The sky is the limit!

Cash Prizes! Get Published!
$250 First Place / $100 Second Place / $50 Third Place
Winning Submissions will be published in our August 2023 issue of DFSME News.

Email your submission to dkidd@dtcc.edu with the subject line “State Fair STEM” no later than August 1, 2023.